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THE 256 NIGHTS OF ASOKA

BY J. F. FLEET, I.C.S. (RETD.), PH.D. , C.I.E.

TN an article entitled " Vyuthena 256 ", published in
the Journal Asiatique, 191.1, part 1, pp. 119-26,

M. Sylvain Levi has reopened the subject of that record
of Asoka which we have, in various recensions, at
Sahasram, Rupnath, and Bairat in Northern India, and
at the Brahmagiri hill, Siddapura, and the Jattiriga-
Ramesvara hill in Mysore. He has taken us another
step towards the right understanding of the' record, by
showing that the words misa and amisa, which stand in
one of the opening clauses, cannot mean mrishd, ' in vain,
wrongly ', and amrishd, ' not in vain, not wrongly ', and
do not represent the ablatives of misha, ' false appearance,
fraud, deceit', and its converse amisha, but stand for
missa and amissa, Pali forms of the Sanskrit nominatives
plural misrah, ' mixed ', and amisrah, ' not mixed '. But
we cannot agree with him in taking the word (leva in
the same clause as denoting ' kings' : in a record of
Asoka (leva can only mean ' a god '} Nor can we agree
with him in his interpretation of the general purport of
the record.

Our reasons for differing from M. Levi will be made
clear farther on, where I shall show the real meaning of
the crucial word, which gives the solution of a problem
which has perplexed us for more than thirty years. It
is necessary to notice first a proposal which he has made
for explaining why the number of nights mentioned in
this record in connexion witli Asoka is exactly 256. His
case on this point is as follows.

1 Compare Professor Hultzsoh's remarks, p. 1114 below.
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1092 THE 256 NIGHTS OF ASOKA

The Buddhists divided their year into three seasons,
each consisting of four months : Hemanta, the cold season
Giishma, the hot weather ; and Varsha, the rains. And
their canon prescribed that the fully admitted members
of their Order, the monks and nuns, should spend three
out of the four months of the rainy season under shelter
in a settled abode ; filling out the rest of the year by
wandering about the country, without any fixed residence,
supporting themselves by collecting alms.

M. Levi has laid down (loc. cit., p. 120) that the
Buddhists, less concerned than the Brahmans with
astronomical exactitude, had preserved an ancient year
of 360 days, divided into 12 months each consisting of
30 days and subdivided into two half-months each of
15 days. He has adduced two statements as proof
of this. He has cited a Buddhist tale, the Sardulakarna-
vadana, not unjustly described by him as "an encyclopaedia
of Buddhist science", as summing up the calendar by
saying that " 30 days and nights make one month:
12 months make one year". And he has cited (p. 121)
a work entitled Kalakalasutra, characterized by him as
a " veritable religious calendar ", in respect of which he
tells us that it names the three seasons as " winter, spring,
and summer" {sic): that it defines them as each comprising
eight quinzaines, which term has been used by him here
as denoting a period of fifteen days :l and that it takes
the quinzaine, the half-month, as its unit of time. He
has reminded us that it is in fact the half-month which
regulates the life of a monk. He has observed that,
measured in this unit, the 256 nights of Asoka give
exactly 17 elapsed half-months and so account for all but
one, the last, of the 18 half-months which were to be spent
in the wandering mendicant life. He has understood our

1 In accordance, of course, with its literal meaning, ' a fifteen', apart
from its conventional use to denote a fortnight, a period of fourteen days
and nights.
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THE 256 NIGHTS OF ASOKA 1093

record as teaching that everyone, high or low, must adopt
that life if he wished to attain heaven. And he has taken
it as showing that Asoka, in mentioning to his subjects his
256 vivdsas or " nights which he had spent away from
home" (see p. 119), was pointing out to them that he
was only preaching what he himself practised: he was
conveying to them that he himself had led the wandering
mendicant life of a monk for seventeen out of the eighteen
prescribed half-months; and he addressed them at the
beginning of the last half-month, without waiting till the
completion of the full term, because he wished to speak to
them in the actual character of a wandering monk, before
the arrival of the time when he would return to his fixed
place of abode, where, without doubt, M. Levi has said, the
secular life would receive him again.

This proposal, advanced by M. Levi, naturally commands
attention. But, well as it may read, it does not stand
examination.

There is no question about the existence in India of an
ancient year of 360 days, divided into 12 months each of
30 days. It is well established. It was a Brahmanical
sacrificial year, known as the sdvana year, from su, ' to
press out the Soma-juice for libations in making sacrifices'.
It was not a lunar year: because no lunar period is
measured by 360 days. It was, therefore, either a purely
artificial year or a very vague solar year.1 And in either
case it appears to have been bound to the course of the
seasons, somewhat roughly, by the intercalation of an
additional month of 30 days in every fifth year, or of
a period of 35 or 36 days in every sixth year.

1 It is in fact defined in the Nidanasutra as a sidereal solar year ,
based on an understanding that the sun travels through each of the
27 naksliatras or divisions of the ecliptic in 13J days : but we may
fairly conjecture that this definition, which is of course not correct, is
only an ex post facto explanation. For my reference to the Nidanasutra
I am indebted to an article by Mr. R. Shamasastry, which I have seen
in manuscript, on the general subject of the Vedic calendar.

JRAS. 1911. 71
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1094 THE 256 NIGHTS OF ASOKA

This ancient year of 360 days has by no means died
out even yet. It is treated in the astronomical books:
it is used in the astrology for the purpose of determining
the " lord of the year " and the " lords of the months " :x

it is probably still used to regulate Vedic sacrifices : and
it has given its name to the civil day, —the day running
from sunrise to sunrise,— which is known both as the
sdvana day and as bhu-divasa, ' the earth-day, the
terrestrial day'. But it was a Brahmanical sacrificial
year. And, even if it was ever used as a praccical
reckoning for other purposes and as a calendar year,
which we may well question,2 the books and the inscriptions
make the point abundantly clear that, from before the
time of Asoka, the calendar year of all sects and classes,
used for general purposes both religious and civil, was
the synodic lunar year.

It is the lunar half-month, the period technically known
as the paksha, which regulated the life of the Buddhist
monks. And the Kalakalasutra, if it speaks of this
period as a period of 15 days, only says what might be
expected, though the statement is not exactly accurate.3

The synodic lunar year of the times with which we
are concerned contained 18 palcshas of 15 days against
6 palcshas of 14 days, —the proportion rising to 20
against 6 in the year with the intercalated month ; with
the result, in any term of years, of a great preponderance
of palcshas measuring 15 days, which is, indeed, the case
in the later calendar also, in which the paksha may

1 In this case without any rectification by intercalation.
2 Even apart from the special nature of the sdvana year, there is

a great difference in calendrical value between (1) a year of 300 days
adjusted annually by an addition of five or six da}'s at the end of it, as
was done by the Egyptians, and (2) a year of 360 days in which any
rectification was deferred for at least five years, when the error had
amounted to not less than an entire month.

3 M. Levi tells me that the Kalakalasutra is known only in a Chinese
translation, and that the expression rendered by him by quinzaine is
" 10 + 5 days".
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THE 256 NIGHTS OF ASOKA 1095

consist of 14, 15, or 16, or occasionally of even only 13,
days. It would be only natural to define a paksha for
general purposes as a period of 15 days; and it is in fact
so defined in the Kautiliya-Arthasastra : x but there would
be no intention of implying, and no one conversant with
the calendar would infer, that a term of n pakshas would
measure 15n days.

The statement in the Sardulakarnavadana, that "30 day-
and-nights are one month: 12 months are a year",2 is
neither peculiarly Buddhist nor exclusively ancient: it
runs through the later books also. In the work which
we are citing, it is made in the course of a long and
interesting passage which treats of the nakshatras, the
muhurtas, the length of the daytime and the night at
different times of the year, the divisions of time, the
measures of distance, and various other connected topics.8

It is found twice: first in a table of the divisions of time
from the tatkshana up to the year (beyond which this
work does not go);4 and again in another table which
gives them from the nimesha up to the year.5 The
statement is a purely astronomical definition. It is

1 Ed. Shamasastry, p. 108:—Pafichadasrahoratrali pakshah | . . . .
dvipaksho masali |

2 The words are :— Trimsad = ahoratrany = eko masah I dvadasa masali
samvatsarah.

3 See the Divyavadana, ed. Cowell and Neil, p. 638 ff. The Sardula-
karnavadana was translated into Chinese in the first half of the third
century, A.D. : see M. Levi, loc. cit., p. 120 ; and Cowell and Neil,
op. cit., pp. 655-9. We want very much to know exactly how much of
the text of the astronomical, etc., part of the work, as we have it in
Sanskrit, stands in the Chinese translation : and any Chinese scholar
who would enlighten us on this point would confer a great favour on all
who are interested in the Hindu chronography and astronomy.

4 Op. cit, 644, lines 9-13. From the details that are given, the
tatkshana of the Sardulakarnavadana works out to -fg of a second.

5 Op. cit., p. 645, lines 3-6. The value of the nimesha, ' a twinkling',
varies according to different authorities : here it works out to -2*/6- of
a second. Another table (op. cit., 644, lines 20-2) gives the divisions
from the akshinimesha, ' the twinkling of an eye ', up to the muhurta
(48 minutes) : here the aTcshinimesha works out to -tSj of a second.
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1096 THE 256 NIGHTS OF ASOKA

correct for both the solar year and the lunar year treated
astronomically.1 But it does not apply to either of them
as a calendar year; nor does it set up a calendar year of
360 days : it has no more bearing on the calendar than
has our legal definition of the lunar month as a period of
28 days,2 or our customary rendering of the term paksha
by ' fortnight'.

In the period to which our record belongs, the calendar
year, the synodic lunar year, was treated as always
measuring 354 days as consisting of twelve months, and
384 days when an extra month was intercalated.8 To the
intercalated month there were always assigned 30 days.
The other months were arranged to consist of 30 and
29 days alternately: and there were assigned only
14 days to the third and seventh pakshas of each of the
three seasons of four months. It is thus easily reckoned
that 17 pakshas or half-months measured not 255 but
only 251 days, or perhaps 252 days in a year of thirteen
months. And so the particular significance attached

1 In the earlier Hindu astronomy the solar year measured 366
civil days : in the later astronomy it measures 365'25 such daj'S + x
(a small fraction which varies according to the particular authority).
In both cases it was divided astronomically into 12 equal parts (mean
solar months, the use of which existed in India long before the intro-
duction of the signs of the zodiac) each ='— or ' °' ''—- • also (to match
the division of the ecliptic into 360 degrees, which, again, was in use
long before the introduction of the signs) into 360 equal parts (mean

, • i i j i , 366 „ 365-25 + x

astronomical solar days) each = ssj o r —5Sj— .
In the lunar reckoning the unit is the mean synodic lunar month :

this was taken at 29'51612. . . mean civil days in the earlier astronomy :
in the later astronomy it measures 29'53058 such days + y (a very
small fraction which varies according to the particular authority). In
either case, the astronomical lunar year measures 12 of these units ;
and the unit is divided into 30 equal parts or mean lunar days,
technically called tithis (the tithi is the time in which the moon in her
monthly course increases her distance from the sun round the circle b}'
twelve degrees).

2 Blaclcstone's Commentaries, 23rd ed., vol. 2 (1854), p. 178.
3 In the present calendar, which is regulated by true instead of mean

or uniform time, the lunar year of twelve months consists of 354 or 355
days, and the year of thirteen months consists of 383, 384, or 385 days.
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THE 256 NIGHTS OF ASOKA 1097

by M. Levi to the mention of the 256 nights —namely,
that Asoka selected as the occasion of his address the
beginning of the last subdivision of his absence from
home on tour as a monk— does not exist. The number
could not be explained from any such point of view, even
with the solar year: this year was treated as always
consisting of 366 days ; and 17 half-months in it would
be 259 or 260 days.

It has been necessary to say this much in order to bring
out the point that the specification of 256 nights in con-
nexion with this pronouncement of Asoka has no relation
to the calendar: the 256 nights do not mark any division
or total of subdivisions of the year, either lunar or solar.
But it could hardly be denied that it has some very
particular significance : otherwise, why should use have
been made of an expression which conveys no definite
idea as to an exact period without some kind of a mental
calculation, instead of the plain words " somewhat more
than eight and a half months " ?

The real significance of the 256 nights is found in an
interesting coincidence the nature of which I have pointed
out on previous occasions.1 The coincidence exists, un-
changed. But we have to note some corrections in the
literal interpretation of the record and the chronological
application of it. We must take the matter step by
step: and I must recapitulate some things already said
in previous papers: but I will do so as briefly as is
practicable.2

1 See my article entitled " The Last Words of Asoka " in this Journal,
1909. 981 ff., and my note bearing the same title in 1910. 1301 ff.

3 In order to avoid the necessity for several notes, I may say here
that anything previously advanced by me which is distinctly opposed to
anything said here is to be treated as cancelled.
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1098 THE 256 NIGHTS OF ASOKA

The topic of the record is pardkrama, ' energy, exertion,
zeal, diligence' in the study and practice of morality and
religion.1 And the pronouncement of A£oka begins thus:2—

" Thus saith Devanarhpiya :—(There are) two and a half
years and somewhat more, during which I, who am an
Upasaka, did not display much zeal for one year. But
(there is) one year, with the balance (of that period),
during which I, who have betaken myself to the Samgha,
have displayed much zeal: and during this time gods
and men, who had not (previously) mixed in Jambudlpa,
have now been made mixed. For this is a result of zeal :
and it is not to be reached by high rank (alone); for even
the great heaven may be attained by a lowly person who
displays zeal."

The first point to be noted is that Asoka, when he made
this pronouncement, was an Upasaka, a lay-worshipper;
that is, an ordinary secular adherent of some sect,
not belonging to the clerical class of it.3 A Buddhist

1 See my remarks in this Journal, 1909. 989 ff. ; and compare Professor
Hultzsch, pp. 1115-16 below.

2 We have six texts of the record : they represent two if not three
recensions of i t ; and they have to be used to supplement and explain
each other. Our chief guides are the texts at Sahasram, Rupnath, and
the Brahmagiri hill, and after them the Siddapura text: the Bairat text
is much damaged ; and the Jattinga-Ramesvara text is quite fragmentaiy.
On the comparative merits of the published reproductions of the
Brahmagiri text, which is in some respects the most important of them
all, see my remarks in this Journal, 1908. 815, note 2, and 1909. 1012.

For the Rupnath text, reference may be made to this Journal, 1909.
1013 : but the reading given by me there may be susceptible of improve-
ment in a few minor details.

As regards the translation of the opening clauses, the words " for one
year " are supplied by the Brahmagiri and Siddapura texts. On that
point and on the use of sunii, ' I am', see Professor Hultzsch in this
Journal, 1910. 145. For the passage about the gods, men. and Jambudlpa,
see his note, p. 1114 below, and some remarks on it by Mr. Laddu.

3 There is a question as to whether the Rupnath text describes him
as a Savaka, Sravaka, a disciple, rather than as an Upasaka : see this
Journal, 1909. 1011. But the word is marked so clearly as upasahe in
the Sahasram, Bairat, and Siddapnra texts, that I think that we must
take it to have been used in the other texts also. The detail, however,
is immaterial: the point is that Asoka was not a monk.
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THE 256 NIGHTS OF ASOKA 1099

Upasaka was one who had pronounced the formula:—
" I take my refuge in the Bhagavat (Buddha), and
in the Dhamma (the Faith), and in the Sarhgha (the
Order)." x And he was one who had not relinquished the
household life; in the sense that he had not become
entitled, as a fully admitted monk, to lead the wandering
mendicant life, nor, apparently, to wear the yellow robe.
At the same time it is highly probable that Asoka, in the
circumstances in which (as we shall see) he was living,
assumed the garb of the sect to which he had attached
himself : and that would account for the statement of
I-tsing about an image of Asoka dressed as a Buddhist
monk.2

The record does not actually state the sect to which
Asoka had attached himself as an Upasaka : nor does it
name the Sariigha, the Order, to which he had betaken
himself. But the clue is furnished by the Bhabra edict.
Asoka, addressing a Sariigha which is plainly the Buddhist
Sathgha, there says:—"Ye know, Sirs', how great are
my reverence and. favour towards Buddha, the Dhamma,
and the Sariigha : everything, Sirs!, that was said by the
Blessed Buddha was truly well said: and that, Sirs!,
which would appear to me (to be referred to by the ivords
of scripture): ' Thus the true religion will be of long
duration,'— that I feel bound to declare." 3 And the edict
goes on to mention by name certain texts, unmistakably
Buddhist, which the king commends to the monks and
nuns for constant study by them.

Asoka, then, at the time when he made the pro-
nouncement embodied in our record, was an Upasaka,
a lay-worshipper, of the Buddhist faith. In view of this,
the reference to gods, men, and Jambudlpa, is perhaps to
be explained as a confession of belief in the tenet that the

1 See this Journal, 1909. 1012.
2 Takakusu, Records of the Buddhist Religion, p. 73.
s See this Journal, 1908. 494 ; and Professor Hultzsch in 1909. 728.
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1100 THE 256 NIGHTS OF ASOKA

Buddhas come down from the celestial city Tushitapura,
and become incarnate, not in any of the other three
continents, but in Jambudvipa, India; and, we may add,
in the Madhyadesa, the Middle Country, but in any
particular city thereof according to individual choice.1 Or
there is perhaps an allusion to a habit which the Buddhist
gods had —particularly the gods of the Tushita and
Trayastrimia heavens— of coming down to the earth
and mingling freely with mankind.2 Or, again, Asoka
may have meant to say that by his zeal he had made
Jambudvipa an ideal Buddha-country, in which there was
no practical difference between gods and men.3 Possibly,

1 See the Nidanakatha, in the Jataka, ed. Fausboll, vol. i, pp. 47, 49,
line 3 ff.

2 Sometimes they were sent as messengers, in fact as " angels " : for
instance, a sculpture at the Bhavaut Stupa bears the label:—" Arhad-
gupta, a son of the gods, having descended, announces to the great
assembly the (approaching) conception of the Blessed One : " see hid.
Ant., vol. 21, p. 233, No. 80. Again, the nymphs of the Trayastririisa
heaven were sometimes sent to tempt ascetics : see, e.g., the story of
Alambusa and Isisinga, Jataka, No. 523. And, when Dutthagamani of
Ceylon lay dying, a god came from each of six heavens, with a chariot,
seeking to induce the king to repair to his own abode : Mahavariisa,
ed. Geiger, 32. 63 f. ; Tumour's translation, p. 198.

In connexion with the Trayastrimia gods, the following passage seems
interesting: Mahaparinibbanasutta, this Journal, 1875, p. 70f. ; trans-
lation, SBE, vol. 11, p. 31 f. When Buddha had arrived at Vai.sali on
his last journey, the Lichchhavis came out to greet him, riding in
magnificent vehicles and arrayed in various clothes and ornaments.
Seeing them, Buddha said to the monks who were with him :—
" O brethren!, such of you as have never seen the Tavatiriisa gods.
gaze upon this company of the Lichchhavis, behold this company of
the Lichchhavis, compare this company of the Lichchhavis, even as
a company of the Tavatiriisa gods ! "

The Buddhist books frequently mention dem-tnanussa-ldko, " the
world of gods and men ", and pajd sa-det'a-viauussd, " the population of
gods and men": see, e.g., Mahaparinibbanasutta, this Journal, 1870,
p. 232 ; and Suttanipata, pp. 14, 32, 48, 100, and verses 1047, 1003.

3 This is a detail in the description of SukhavatT. the Land of Bliss,
the abode of a former Buddha, Amitabha, which is sketched as an ideal
Buddha-country in the larger Sukhavativj'uha ; SBE, vol. 49, part 2,
p. 42 :—" And in that world there is no difference between gods and
men, except when they are spoken of in ordinary and imperfect parlance
as gods and men : " compare pp. 12, 02. This work belongs, of course,
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THE 256 NIGHTS OF ASOKA 1101

however, some text may be found hereafter, giving
a quite specific explanation.

The next point is that, since Asoka was a declared
Buddhist when he made the pronouncement embodied in
this record, the record belongs to quite a late stage in his
career.

We know from the 13th rock-edict that Asoka's
thoughts were first directed towards the cultivation of
dharma, dhamma, morality in general and the duty
of a good king, by the miseries that attended the war
by which, in the ninth year after his anointment to
the sovereignty, the Kaliiiga countries were added to
his dominions. But the 7th pillar-edict, framed in the
twenty-eighth year, shows that he was then still treating
all the various sects with the impartial toleration and
encouragement which furnish the special topic of the
12th rock-edict; and that, even if he had then begun
to have any leaning towards the Buddhists in particular,1

he had at least not yet identified himself with them.
Our record therefore dates from at any rate not earlier
than the twenty-eighth year.

Against this position, arguments have been based on
a passage in the 8th rock-edict which says:—" In times
gone by, the kings went forth on pleasure-tours, on which
there were hunting and other similar amusements: this

to the Mahayana school : but the idea may well have been an early one.
The term used in the work for a "Buddha-country" is Buddha-kshltra.
The text, Anecdota Oxouicpsia, 1883, p. 42, of the passage quoted above
in translation, runs :— Na cha tatra lokadhatau devanam va manush-
yanaih va nanatvam = asty = anyatra samvriti-vyavaharena deva-manush-
yav = iti sariikhyam gachchhanti.

1 The possibility is suggested by the occurrence of the word mriigha in
this edict for the first time : but there is nothing really definite in i t :
see this Journal, 1908. 493, note. I think, however, that there are
extraneous indications that Asoka did favour the Buddhists from a fairly
-early time.
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1102 THE 256 NIGHTS OF ASOKA

king Devanaihpiya-Piyadassi, being ten-years-anointed,
went to sambodhi; therefore (there is now) this touring
for dhamma." *

The argument, based on the use of the term sambodhi,
' true or perfect knowledge', is that this passage, taken
with that in the 13th rock-edict, shows that Asoka felt
a preliminary call to Buddhism in the ninth year after
his anointment to the sovereignty, and was definitely
converted to that faith in the eleventh year. But there
is really nothing in it. The use of the term sambodhi
is not in any way peculiarly Buddhist.2 There was also
a Jain sambodhi? There was general sambodhi too.4

And the passage means simply that Asoka had then, in
the eleventh year, realized fully the propriety of cultivating
dhamma, and of adopting the course indicated by the
subsequent context of the passage, which explains the
nature of the said dhammayata or touring for dhamma:
it says :—" On this touring for dhamma this is what takes
place: the interviewing of Bamhanas (Brahmans) and
Samanas, and the making of gifts to them; the inter-
viewing of Elders, and the distribution of gold to them :
the interviewing of the people of the country-side; the
inculcation of dhamma; and the making of inquiries
about dhamma."

As has been indicated above, the topic of our record
is the inculcation of zeal, energy, or diligence in the study

1 For the text of this passage according to the Girnar version,
reference may be made to this Journal, 1908. 488; 1909. 1007. My
suggestion, made on the latter occasion, that saihto denotes Buddha
as " the Tranquil One" and that in the words samto aydya sambodhim
we have a metrical quotation, is cancelled (see note 2 on p. 1097 above).

2 It is not even the only Buddhist term : bodhi and bodha were used in
just the same sense.

3 I need hardly do more than point to the fact that Buddha and
Sambuddha were appellations of the Jain Tirthamkaras : see, e.g., the
Kalpasutra, ed. Jacobi, §§ 16, 123.

4 See this Journal, 1908. 489.
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THE 256 NIGHTS OF ASOKA 1103

and practice of religion, as the means whereby even the
humblest person might attain heaven. The record does
not inculcate a general adoption of the wandering
mendicant life. It does not even mention that life. But
it does recommend the practising of something which it
calls vivtisa : Asoka says:—" And by this same token,
as long as your food lasts you should make vivdsa
everywhere." 1 And the postscript added to the record by
the persons who drafted it refers to Aloka himself as
having made vivdsa when he uttered his pronouncement.
We have to determine next what this vivdsa was.

The passages which mention Asoka as having made
vivdsa use a verb vivas, and present the past participle
in ta in the Pali forms vivulha, vyutha, vyiitha ; the verbal
noun vivdsa; and the participial form vivutha used in the
neuter in the sense of vivdsa. They run thus:—

Sahasram :—Iyam cha savane vivuthena duve sapamna
lati-sata vivutha ti 200 50 6.

" And this address (was delivered or composed) by him

1 When I went out to India (in 1867), one of the first sights shown
to me was that of a man, reported to me to have been a wealthy
merchant, who had withdrawn from the world to spend his remaining
days in the practice of religion. He was living in the upper part of
a small edifice of laterite bricks and chunam, or some such materials,
about seven feet high, on the foreshore at Bombay. The edifice consisted
of a pedestal supporting a small square cell in which there was just room
enough for him to sit crouched, with his knees drawn up to his chin.
Three sides of this cell were built in : and he sat with his face away
from the fourth side, over which there hung a screen which could be
lifted up so as to see him and touch his back. And he remained there
all through the daytime, engaged in meditation ; coming out for a short
time at night to eat whatever food might have been placed for him
on the ground near his cell. How long he lived thus before the end
came, I do not know.

I do not suggest that this style of life was adopted by Asoka or by
any people following his injunctions. But it is obvious that anyone
applying himself to the vivasa (explained farther on) which Asoka
recommended, could not work to support himself, but must depend
on voluntary contributions ; and that his vivdsa, or his life, must come
to an end with any failure of supplies. We must, I think, take
Cihalt, = aharah, in its most customary sense, 'food'.
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1104 THE 256 NIGHTS OF ASOKA

(Devanampiya)x who made vivdsa: the vivuthas {were)
two hundred and fifty-six nights {and in figures) 256/'

Rupnath:—Vyuthena savane kate 200 50 6 sata vivasa
ta {for ti or ||).2

" {This) address was composed by him who made
vivasa: the vivdsas {were) 256."

Brahmagiri:— Iyarii cha savane savapite vyuthena
200 50 6.

"And this address was delivered by him who made
vivdsa 256."

The words vivdsa, vivutha, etc., are understood to be
formed from vi + vas, ' to dwell', and have been applied
by Dr. Thomas as meaning that Asoka was travelling
about on a religious tour by way of a contrast with the
pleasure-tours of his predecessors: by M. Le vi as meaning
that he was making the nine-months tour as a wandering
mendicant monk; and by me as meaning that he was
living away from home in religious retirement. But
there is a little difficulty which has been overlooked.

The Sahasram text tells us distinctly that the vivdsas
of Asoka were " 256 nights": it uses, as Dr. Thomas
showed, the word Idli, — rdtri, ' a night'. And it is
easy for us, with that text before us, to know that
nights are intended, though they are not mentioned, in
the other texts also. But persons reading those other
texts had no such guide: the Sahasram version was not
available to them. There is nothing on the surface in
those texts to show what the number 25G was intended

1 This name, an appellation of Asoka, is to be supplied in each text,
from the opening clause of the pronouncement.

- The word sata for sata = sattini may be regarded as more or less
redundant: by literal translation the text would mean "256 hundreds".
But this usage is a frequent one in at any rate the later records : we
have a pointed analogy in the Torkhede record of A. I). 813, in saihvatsara-
satani 735, for samvatsarah 735 : see Epi. Ind., vol. 3, p. 54, text line 2.

Regarding the possibility that the final ta may be a mark of punctuation,
see this Journal, 1909. 1004.
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THE 256 NIGHTS OF ASOKA 1105

to denote. It might suggest days : it might suggest
years : or, with vivas taken in any way in the idea of
' to travel' or ' to dwell away from home ', it might quite
reasonably suggest yojanas or some other measure of
distance. In short, the Rupnath and Brahmagiri texts
are, on the surface, so wanting in particularization that
it is not surprising, on the whole, that Dr. Thomas, who
first broached the idea of a nine-months tour but had
not at that time recognized the word Idti, ' nights',
interpreted the record as saying that Asoka, in the
course of a missionary or propagandist tour of that
duration, made " 256 changes of abode "}

There must, in fact, be something inherent in the
meaning of the terms vivdsa, vivutha, etc., as used in this
record, to give at once the required indication of nights
to readers of the Rupnath, Brahmagiri, and similar texts.
And we find the explanation in a line of a Buddhist
verse which I quoted in a discussion of this record
some years ago, but have recalled only recently. When
the aged Pirigiya, having learnt from Buddha " the way
to the other shore ", had returned to his own preceptor,
Bavari, the latter asked him how he could endure to
stay away from Buddha. Pirigiya replied:—" I am not
away from him, even for a moment;" and added :2 —

Passami narii manasa chakkhuna va
rattindivam brahmana appamatto I

namassamano vivasemi rattim
ten^eva mannami avippavasam II

Following Dr. Fausboll, I took the third line of this
verse as using the causal of vi + vas, ' to dwell', in

1 Ind. Ant., 1908, p. 22. Subsequently, in his article " Les Vivasah
d'Asoka " in the Journal Asiatique, 1910, part 1, pp. 507-22, he showed
us that we have the word Idti, ' nights ', in the Sahasram text : and
on this occasion he corrected his rendering into "250 days passed by
Asoka away from his home " in the course of a religious tour.

a Suttanipata, ed. Fausboll, p. 208, verse 1142.
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1106 THE 256 NIGHTS OF ASOKA

the sense ' to cause to pass away', and as meaning
" worshipping I spend the night".l Professor Kielhorn,
however, pointed out that the line uses the causal of
vi + vas, ' to shine', and that the words mean " wor-
shipping I cause the night to grow light ", or in other
terms " I worship the whole night, until the night grows
light (i.e. till daybreak) ".2 But the sense remains the
same; and we may render the verse thus :—3

" With diligence, O Brahman !, night and day,
I see him in my mind, as with an eye :
Adoring him I spend the livelong night:
And so, methinks, I do not leave his side !"

This use of vi + vas supplies at once what seems to be
wanting in the Rupnath and Brahmagiri texts. We see
now that, as used in this passage, vivasa, and vivutha as
a noun, mean in themselves, without the accompaniment
of any word for ' night', ' spending a night in worship';
or putting it conversely, they mean ' a night spent in
worship' : and the participle vivutha, vyutha, vyutha,
as an adjective, means ' one who has spent a night in
worship '. And we can now translate the three texts:—

Sahasram :—" And this address (was delivered or
composed) by him (Devanampiya)4 who spent nights in
worship : (his) nights spent in worship (were) two hundred
and fifty-six nights (and in figures) 256."

Rupnath :—" (This) address was composed by him who
spent nights in worship : (his) nights spent in worship
(were) 256."

1 This Journal, 1904. 20.
2 Ibid., 364.
3 Dr. Fausboll's translation, SBE., vol. 10, part 2, p. 201, verse 19

(1141), runs:—"I see him in my mind and with my eye, vigilant,
0 Brahmana, night and day ; worshipping I spend the night, therefore
1 think I do not stay awaj' from him." The word translated by
'vigilant' is appamado : but it is customary to render appamada by
' diligence '. After chakkhunu the text has va, = ii:a ; not cha.

4 See note 1 on p. 1104 above.
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THE 256 NIGHTS OF ASOKA 1107

Brahmagiri:—" And this address was delivered by him
who spent 256 nights in worship."

This meaning of the crucial terms vivasa, vivutha, etc.,
puts matters in a clear light. It goes far towards
explaining why this period in Asoka's career was not
stated in months, though it amounted to somewhat more
than eight months and a half. And it dismisses the idea
that the record speaks of Asoka as travelling, either as
a monk leading the wandering mendicant life, or as a
king conducting a propagandist campaign or making
a dham/mayata, a state progress for the general purposes
of morality and religion.

So far, then, the position is that, when Asoka at some
time quite late in his career made the pronouncement
embodied in this record, he had spent 256 nights in
worship as a Buddhist Upasaka or lay-worshipper. But
it is still to be made clear why the number of the nights
mentioned as having been so spent by him is precisely 256,
and, in fact, why this period, running to so long a time,
was stated in nights at all. And we have still to get
round the difficulty that no ancient Indian king could
adopt even such a course as that, and continue to hold the
reins of government in his hands or hope to recover his
throne again if he had temporarily absented himself from
his duties, any more than he could live or even pose as
a wandering monk for eight and a half months without
losing his sovereignty. We must note some more points
before we can understand the case fullv.

Not onl}- was Asoka's address published at places in his
own dominions, but also it was sent out to foreign parts
and published there. This was done in accordance with
a wish expressed by him in the address itself :— Ariita pi
cha janamtu ; " and let the very ends know i t ! ;" or, as
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1108 THE 256 NIGHTS OF ASOKA

Professor Hultzsch has preferred to say :—" And let even
(my) neighbours know it! " 1

It was thus sent to a place named Isila in the northern
part of the territory now known as Mysore, where it was
incised on rocks at the Brahmagiri hill, at Siddapura, and
at the Jattiriga-Ramesvara hill.2 It was sent there by the
high officers of a province in Asoka's dominions, and was
intended, no doubt, for the special information of a
Buddhist settlement located at or near Isila : and the
officials who sent it naturally transmitted it, if only as
a matter of courtesy, through the local officials of the
State in whose territory that place was situated. This we
Jearn from a preamble attached to the Mysore texts, which
says:3—"From Suvannagiri, in the name of the Prince
and the High Ministers, the High Ministers at Isila are to
be asked whether they are in good health, and are to be
thus informed :" and so it introduces the address itself,
which begins :—" Devanampiya issues a precept."

We can hardly doubt that the Suvarmagiri thus
mentioned as the place whence the address was sent out
was also the place where it had been delivered, and was in
fact the place where Asoka had passed the whole of the
256 nights spent in worship. And it is easily located.
It is one of the hills, still known as Suvarnagiri, Sonagiri,
surrounding the ancient city Girivraja just below Rajagriha,
Rajglr, in the Patna, District, Behar, in almost the very
heart of Asoka's dominions.4

For the rest, in this connexion, if Asoka was alive and
reigning when the communication was sent to Isila, it is
surely strange that it was sent in the name of some of his
officials instead of going in his own name.

1 This Journal, 1910. 1310.
1 For the exact positions of these places, see this Journal, 1909. 997 f.
3 For the text of the preamble, see this Journal, 1909. 995. For the

force of cachanena, " in the name of", see ibid., 996.
4 See, fully, this Journal, 1909. 998.
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THE 256 NIGHTS OF ASOKA 1109

Finally, we know from the Dipavamsa,1 endorsed by its
commentary the Mahavamsa,2 that Asoka was anointed to
the sovereignty 218 years after the death of Buddha;
meaning, of course, not exactly on the 218th anniversary
of the death, but at some time in the year 219 current
(218 expired): also, that he reigned for 37 years. This
latter statement, again, we naturally interpret as meaning,
not 37 years to a day, but 37 years and some additional
time not amounting to more than about six months.

These figures take us on into the year 256 current,
which would be cited in the usual manner as the year
255 (expired). And 256 days from that point carry us
into the year 256 (expired).3

We can now straighten out the whole matter, and see
the course of events, as follows; amending as shown on
p. 1111 below the chronological table given by me in this
Journal, 1909. 28 :4—

Somewhat more than two and a half years before the
time when Asoka delivered the address embodied in our
record, he became an Upasaka or lay-worshipper of the
Buddhist faith. This was when he had been reigning for
about 35 years and 3 months from his anointment to the
sovereignty, and in the year 253 expired after the death

1 Ed. Oldenberg, 6. 1 ; 5. 101.
2 Ed. Geiger, 5. 21 ; 20. 6. For the point that the Mahavamsa was

written as a commentary on the Dipavamsa see this Journal, 1909. 5,
and note.

3 This is the position whether we accept or reject my view (see this
Journal, 1909. 22, 26) that Buddha died on Karttika sukla 8 (instead of
the full-moon day of Vaisakha) and Asoka was anointed to the sovereignty
on Jyaishtha sukla 5.

4 We have to split up the "two and a half years and somewhat more"
of our record into (1, at the beginning) one year, (2, at the end) 256 day-
and-nights, = eight and a half months and five days, and (3, in the
middle) the remainder, = ten months and a little more.

JKAS. 1911. 72
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1110 THE 256 NIGHTS OF ASOKA

of Buddha. After a year of no special activity, he then,
in the year 254 expired, when he had reigned for about
36 years and 3 months, became zealous in the study and
propagation of the faith to which he had formally
attached himself. Some ten months or so after that, in
the year 255 expired, when he had reigned for 37 years
and about one month, he followed a not infrequent custom
of ancient Indian rulers, and abdicated, —apparently by
his own hand installing his grandson Dasaratha as his
successor,1— and withdrew from the worldly life to spend
his remaining days in religious retirement.2 He selected
as the place of his retreat the hill Suvarnagiri, Sonagiri,
on or near which there would seem to have been a head-
quarters settlement of the Buddhist Order. And there,
a little more than eight and a half months later, this
address was delivered by him to members of the Order
gathered round him in quiet on the 256th night after his
withdrawal from the world and in the year 256 expired
after the death of Buddha.

In this we find the real significance and interest of the
"256 nights. The agreement in the figures of the nights
and the years is no accidental coincidence. It is one the
possibility of which was foreseen from not long before the
time when it might occur, but which could only come
about in a certain happy contingency; namely, provided
that the royal recluse, who had reigned for thirty-seven
years and was therefore well advanced in life, should
survive long enough : and we can well realize the eagerness
and anxiety with which the event was awaited, when the
time had once drawn near enough to give the reason for
reckoning out exactly in nights the time which Asoka had

1 See this Journal, 1908. 484 f.
2 The custom of ancient Indian rulers to which I refer is thoroughly

well established. For historical and literary instances already cited, see
this Journal, 1909. 983 f. ; 1910. 1307, note 1. As further literary
instances, we may now conveniently quote the cases of Pandu and
Dhritarashtra : see pp. 684, 686, above.
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THE 2 5 6 NIGHTS OF ASOKA 1 1 1 1

Years of the era of the death of
Buddha on Karttika sukla 8.

Years of the anointment of Asoka
on Jyaishtha sukla 5.

237 ended Karttika su. 7, B.C. 246
19 ended Jyaishtha su. 4, B.C. 245

253 ended Karttika su. 7, B.C. 230
35 ended Jyaishtha su. 4, B.C. 229

Asoka became a Buddhist Upasaka at about
35 years and 3 months, in B.C. 229.

254 ended Karttika su. 7, B.C. 229
<— 36 ended Jyaishtha su. 4, B.C. 228

Asoka became a zealous Buddhist at about
36 years and 3 months, in B.C. 228.

255 ended Karttika iiu. 7, B.C. 228
•^— 37 ended Jyaishtha su. 4, B.C. 227

Asoka abdicated and passed into religious retirement
at the hill Suvarnagiri, Sonagiri, at about

37 years and 1 month, in B.C. 227.
256 ended Karttika su. 7, B.C. 227

Asoka made his last pronouncement at Suvarnagiri, Sonagiri,
256 nights after his abdication and

256 years after the death of Buddha, at about
37 years and 10 months, in B.C. 226.

<•— (38 ended Jyaishtha su. 4, B.C. 226)
257 ended Karttika su. 7, B.C. 226

spent in seclusion.1 The address was delivered by him on
the 256th night because, by living through that night, he
was completing in his retirement one day for each complete
year that had elapsed since the death of the founder of the
faith which he had adopted, and the permanence of which
he sought to ensure.

Further, the topic of the address is an expansion of the
last words of Buddha himself :—" Work out your salvation
by diligence!"2 We can hardly doubt that this, too, was no
mere coincidence, and that we have here the latest formal
pronouncement, if not actually the last words, the dying
speech, of Asoka, too,3 delivered in imitation of the last

1 It was probably at some time towards the end of the eighth month
that the coincidence which might occur was recognized.

a See this Journal, 1909. 1015 f.
3 Dying speeches are not altogether unknown. For another highly

interesting one, that of Dutthagamani king of Ceylon (died about B.C. 85,
roughly), see the Mahavamsa, ed. Geiger, 32. 16-62 ; translation by
Tumour, pp. 194-8.
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1112 THE 256 NIGHTS OF ASOKA

pronouncement of Buddha, and reduced to writing and
published just after his death by the high officers of the
province within the limits of which he passed away, who
added the final clause mentioning the 256 nights.

It may be observed in conclusion that we can point, not
merely to the locality, but perhaps to the actual abode in
which Asoka ended his days. We may find it in a cave-
temple on the hill Suvarnagiri, Sonagiri (see Incl. Ant.,
1902. 71), measuring forty feet by fifteen, which in 1820
contained a Jain image and a stone couch, and was
occupied, probably with a view to the same end, by
a Vaishnava ascetic of the class known as Bairagls.
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